Your guide to

Communicating with
people with profound
and multiple learning
disabilities (PMLD)

About this guide
This guide is an introduction to communicating with people with
PMLD. It explains how people with PMLD communicate and gives
examples of some of the non-formal communication methods
which people can use when working with people with PMLD. It also
contains useful information about additional resources and support
that are available. Look for the ‘what next
’ sign for things you
can do.
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Communicating with
people with profound
and multiple learning
disabilities (PMLD)
Many people with profound and
multiple learning disabilities
(PMLD) do not communicate
using formal communication like
speech, symbols or signs. But this
does not mean that they can’t
communicate.
“She communicates through hand gestures,
making noises and facial expressions.”
People communicate in many different ways and we need to make
sure that everyone’s way of communicating is valued. However,
parents and professionals have told us that the communication needs
of people with PMLD are often not being met, as many people
supporting and working with people with PMLD don’t understand how
they communicate.
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What does PMLD mean?
All children and adults with PMLD need high
levels of support with most aspects of
daily life.
People with PMLD:

• have more than one disability
• have a profound learning disability
• have great difficulty communicating
• need high levels of support with most aspects
of daily life

• may have additional sensory or physical disabilities,
complex health needs or mental health difficulties

• may have behaviours that challenge us.

• Read the PMLD Network definition of profound and multiple learning disabilities at
www.pmldnetwork.org

• Find out about ‘Meet the People’ - a CD-ROM which introduces you to six people with
PMLD at www.mencap.org.uk/meetthepeople
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What is communication?
Communication is:

• the way we control our lives
• the way we make friends
• the way we become independent
• the way we make choices
• the way we express our feelings, thoughts
and emotions

• two-way.

“He is learning to show that he wants to carry
on with an activity, and to realise that he can
have control over what happens.”
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How do people with PMLD
communicate?
Many people with PMLD do not
use formal communication, such
as speech, symbols or signs.
Instead they tend to rely on facial expressions, vocal sounds, body
language and behaviour to communicate. Some people with PMLD
may not have reached the stage of using intentional communication,
and they may rely on others to interpret their reactions to events
and people.
It is important that those who support people with PMLD spend time
getting to know their means of communication and finding effective
ways to interact with them. There are different non-formal techniques
and approaches that can be used to help interpret the needs and
choices of people with PMLD. All staff and family members should be
supported to use these techniques and approaches.

“She has an advocate who spends time with
her learning how she communicates and the
things she likes.”
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Different ways of communicating
with people with PMLD
There are a number of different ways of
communicating with people with PMLD in
everyday life.
Remember that everyone is unique, so it is good to explore different
ways of communicating – what works for one person might not work
for someone else.

1. Using objects of reference
These are objects that have special meanings attached to them.
They are useful for people who are unable to understand pictures
or symbols. They can help someone to understand what is being
discussed or to anticipate an event or activity.
To help make an object meaningful to the person you support it can
be useful to present the object and follow it straightaway with the
activity it represents − for example presenting a cup and then
following it by giving the person a drink. Once a link has been made
between the object and an event or activity, the object can start to
represent that activity. If objects of reference are developed for
different activities then they might provide a way for someone to get
involved in choosing what they want to do.
To make an object of reference, think about an item that could be
linked to an activity that the person you support does regularly, like
shopping. Think of creative ways − for example using sound and smell
− that you can use to help make a link between that object and the
activity. Then see if the person associates that object with the activity.
Try it with other activities too, and try using objects of reference with
the person to help plan and choose what activities they want to do.

• Visit the Total Communication website at
www.totalcommunication.org.uk
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2. Use of appropriate communication aids
Many communication aids are not appropriate for people with PMLD,
for example, voice recognition software. However, a Big Mack is an
example of a communication aid which can help someone with PMLD
communicate. It is a simple, one-message communication device,
which allows a single message of up to 20 seconds to be recorded
and played back and is activated at the push of a button. You can
record a noise on a Big Mack and stick pictures on it or attach an
object to it to help prompt the person to use it. The person can then
communicate and get involved by pressing the Big Mack and
activating the message or sound.

“She really enjoyed making her videos and
having her photo taken.”
The use of video and digital photography to show how someone
communicates is also being used more as a communication aid. It
gives people with PMLD the opportunity to show people how they
communicate via film or photos. It also gives them the opportunity
to share other things about themselves, for example, what they
like doing.

• Find out more about communication aids on the
Liberator website at www.pri-liberator.com

3. Intensive interaction
Intensive interaction involves quality one-to-one time between a
teacher or support worker and the student. It teaches the pre-speech
‘fundamentals’ of communication or communication before
language. It can also be used simply as a meaningful way of being
with someone.
Intensive interaction simply involves the person with a learning
disability and a partner − who should be quite sensitive. Together they
progress through relaxed, enjoyable, interactive sequences.
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The style of intensive interaction is very much one of exploratory play
and involves validating the person’s own ways of engaging with the
external world and their body. It is a sensitive and respectful way of
interacting with someone.
If you are interested in this technique, you should spend some time
thinking about how the person you support engages with the outside
world and their body. Intensive interaction is about sharing
someone’s world and communicating with someone on their terms,
in a way that is meaningful to them, in their language.

• Read the Mencap factsheet ‘PMLD and Intensive Interaction’
at www.mencap.org.uk/factsheets

• Visit the Intensive Interaction website at
www.intensiveinteraction.co.uk

4. Communication passports
A communication passport presents the person positively as an
individual. It draws together information from past and present, and
from different contexts, to help staff and conversation partners
understand the person, and have successful interactions. It is a place
where the person’s preferences can be recorded. The person’s
preferred means of communicating is also recorded − some
innovative practice uses digital film. A communication
passport is a very useful way to help others understand how
someone communicates.

• Use or adapt Scope’s template for a child’s communication
passport at http://tinyurl.com/cczz13

• Read guidelines for good practice around creating and using
personal communication passports at
www.communicationpassports.org.uk
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5. Use of multimedia
Using video and digital photography to develop computer-based
personal profiles has helped people with PMLD to have ‘a voice’ and
put across their preferences in a really powerful way. It is an approach
that is being used more and more. To start using multimedia, you
could take some film of the person you support doing an activity they
enjoy. See how they respond to being filmed and to watching film of
themselves. Do you think the film is useful in showing how the person
communicates and what they enjoy doing?
It is always important to think about issues around consent when you
are filming someone or showing people’s images. For more
information read Mencap’s factsheet on consent for video and
photographs at www.mencap.org.uk/consent

“She is part of a multi-media profiling project.
She can use it to communicate with staff – when
they watch it with her they can learn about the
things she likes, how she communicates and
how she likes to be supported.”

• Find out about ‘Meet the people’ CD-ROM and see how useful
film can be to help people understand how people with
PMLD communicate at www.mencap.org.uk/meetthepeople

• Read the Mencap Factsheet ‘PMLD - multimedia profiling’
www.mencap.org.uk/factsheets

• Visit the Acting Up website for more information about
multimedia profiling at www.acting-up.org.uk
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The best environments in which
to communicate
Many people with PMLD experience the
world largely on a sensory level.
Multi-sensory environments
Multi-sensory environments which tune into the senses can be great
environments for developing someone’s communication skills.
Multi-sensory rooms create a multi-sensory environment but there
are many other exciting sensory opportunities around − for example,
street markets or going to the seaside − anywhere where there is
colour, smells, textures and new and interesting people. Art
environments and activities can also provide many sensory
opportunities, such as flamenco classes, drumming lessons, live
music, pottery workshops and interactive story-telling workshops.

“Her classmates help her join in… they
particularly enjoy playing in the sensory room
and soft play room together.”
Art environments can be very useful learning environments as people
who communicate non-verbally can be supported to express
emotions and ideas through different art forms. In addition, art
environments often provide an opportunity to work in groups. This
encourages the development of useful social skills, such as taking
turns, listening to others, eye contact and other forms of interaction.
These skills form the basis of valuable and meaningful relationships.
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• Watch the Mencap DVD ‘In the moment’ about the arts and
people with PMLD. To order a copy email publications@
mencap.org.uk or telephone 020 7696 6900 (there is a
charge for the DVD).

• Read Mencap’s guide ‘The arts and people with profound
and multiple learning disabilities (PMLD)’ at
www.mencap.co.uk/guides

• Find out about bag books which are large, simple,
hard-wearing books with sensory opportunities in them
at www.bagbooks.org

Top tips for communicating with
people with PMLD
1. Use communication methods in everyday life
2. Get going straight away − try different things out
3. B
 e creative − keep trying different things and don’t
give up!
4. C
 reate a communication passport so that other
people understand how the person with PMLD
who you support communicates
5. Remember − it doesn’t have to be expensive
6. U
 nderstand the communication that’s going
on already
7. Share your own top tips with others
Mencap is collecting examples of how people are including and
involving people with PMLD in meetings and decision-making.
For more information, please go to www.mencap.org.uk/involveme
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Further help
Publications
Read the Mencap response to Bercow Speech and Language Review
− Call for Evidence which focuses on how children and young people
with PMLD communicate www.mencap.org.uk/bercow
Read Mencap’s guide ‘The arts and people with profound and
multiple learning disabilities (PMLD)’ at www.mencap.org.uk/guides
Read ‘A practical guide to intensive interaction’ by Nind M & Hewett
D (2001) Kidderminster: BILD publications. Order a copy online from
Amazon at www.amazon.co.uk
Read ‘See What I Mean: Guidelines to Aid Understanding of
Communication by People with Severe and Profound Learning
Disabilities’ by Grove N., Bunning K., Porter J., Morgan M. (2000).
Kidderminster: BILD/Mencap. Order a copy online from Amazon at
www.amazon.co.uk
Read ‘A voice of their own − a toolbox of ideas and information for
non-instructed advocacy’ by Annie Lawton (2006) at
www.bild.org.uk

Training
There are various organisations which run courses around
communicating with people with PMLD. Although we are unable to
recommend courses we are happy to list course providers here. Please
let us know if you provide training around communicating with people
with PMLD and would like to be added to this list.
Mencap’s ‘Getting To Know You’ project encourages self advocates to
speak up for people with PMLD. You can find out more at
www.mencap.org.uk/gettingtoknowyou
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BILD provides a range of training that includes:

• communication
• intensive interaction
• person-centred approaches to better lives
• meeting the needs of people with PMLD
• literacy activities for people with PMLD
• non-instructed advocacy
• understanding challenging behaviour
For more information, please visit www.bildservices.org.uk
Sunfield PDC runs courses in intensive interaction. For more
information, please visit www.sunfield.org.uk/courses.htm
Us in a Bus runs courses in intensive interaction. For more information,
please visit www.usinabus.org.uk
Intensive Interaction also have information about courses. For more
information, please visit www.intensiveinteraction.co.uk/events
Acting Up have information on multimedia training. For more
information, please visit www.acting-up.org.uk
CAN Communicate run courses on creative communication. For more
information, please email can_Communicate@yahoo.co.uk
Hirstwood Training have information about multi-sensory training. For
more information, please visit www.multi-sensory-room.co.uk
Scope’s ‘Voices Through Advocacy’ project is running free, noninstructed advocacy training for any advocate in England and Wales.
For more information, please visit www.actionforadvocacy.org.uk

For further information and resources
For more information about profound and multiple learning
disabilities, please visit:
Mencap
www.mencap.org.uk/pmld
PMLD Network
www.pmldnetwork.org

Contacts
England
If you live in England and would like more information on learning
disability, you can contact:
The Learning Disability Helpline
Telephone: 0808 800 1111
Typetalk: 18001 0808 808 1111
Email: help@mencap.org.uk
If English is not your first language and you would like access to a
translation service, please contact the Mencap helpline and ask for
Language Line.

Northern Ireland
If you live in Northern Ireland and would like more information on
learning disability, please contact:
Mencap’s Information Service
Telephone: 08457 636 227
Email: mencapni@mencap.org.uk

Wales
If you live in Wales and would like more information on learning
disability, please contact:
Wales Learning Disability Helpline
Telephone: 0808 800 0300
Email: information.wales@mencap.org.uk

Scotland
If you live in Scotland, and would like more information on learning
disability, please contact:
ENABLE Scotland
Telephone: 0141 226 4541
Email: info@enable.org.uk
Website: www.enable.org.uk
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